
VOTE DOM CASORIA 
                      #1 FOR  NUS NEC

LESS TALK AND MORE ACTION 

d.casoria@lancaster.ac.uk

@DominicCasoriaFor more information about my campaign, if you have any questions 
or ideas, or would like this manifesto in an accessible format, feel 
free to get in touch.

I'm excited to see Dominic running for NUS NEC, he is passionate about making sure NUS 
reaches every student on every campus. He has the enthusiasm, commitment and drive to 
help NUS start a new chapter and tackle the challenges facing our movement.  

JAMES CLEVERLY, NUS NEC FE REP 

I'M FIGHTING FOR AN NUS THAT IS  

ACCOUNTABLE, EMPOWERING AND INCLUSIVE

I’m a first year politics, history and sociology student at the University of Lancaster and a proud Welshman. I am passionate 
about student representation and giving a voice to the hundreds of students who feel shut out of our movement. Our student 
movement is at it's best when it is inclusive and accessible, not shutting the most marginalised out but one that ensures 
liberation is at the heart of all we do. With the financial threat facing NUS, and the potential cuts being made it’s now more than 
ever that we must protect the most marginalized voices in our movement. 
 
 Year after year we hear the same promises; accountability and transparency. But for too many students NUS hasn't been 
transparent or accountable. This year, we can’t afford to have these promises broken again. I will push for all NEC meetings  to 
be live streamed again, so all our students have a chance to hold our national officers to account. Fellow first year students I 
speak to in my halls feel so dis-attached from NUS - and see it as not much more than a discount card. This is our opportunity to 
transform what the NUS means to everyday students, and I want to ensure that these voices are given a platform on NUS NEC. 
 
I have a track record of campaigning on important issues from organising welfare events for students at my college to standing 
up against hate on my campus, to helping organise 'refugee week' in my hometown. As an LGBT+ Jewish student heavily 
involved with their J-Soc,  I’ve seen the all too familiar increase in hate crimes across our country, and it's a story all too familiar 
to other students from other minority backgrounds. I want our student unions to be campaigning forces against all forms of 
hate, or discrimination and for the NUS NEC to use it 's collective power to take strong action against hate on campuses. 
 
I’m a proud anti-racist campaigner, passionate about elevating the voice of the marginalised. This year we have a chance to not 
only reform, but transform NUS. We're a movement 7 million strong and it’s time our voices were heard. 

WHAT I'VE DONE

Officer on my college executive at my university
Worked with local charities to help refugees 
Organised welfare events at my college
Organised an interfaith campaign for Jewish Society 

Fight to ensure every liberation group is protected

IF ELECTED I WILL

Hey, I’m Dom and I'm running to represent you on the 
NUS National Executive Council.

Hold national officers accountable on NUS's 
financial state

Campaign to get better mental health 
provisions in our universities and colleges


